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Abstract
The Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) remote sensing satellite was launched by the European Space
Agency in 2009. The L-band brightness temperature observed by SMOS has been used to produce estimates
of both soil moisture and τ, the optical thickness of the land surface. Although τ should theoretically be
proportional to the amount of vegetation present within a SMOS pixel, several initial investigations have not
been able to confirm this expected behavior. However, when the noise in the SMOS τ product is removed, τ in
the U.S. Corn Belt, a region of extensive row-crop agriculture, has a distinct shape that mirrors the growth and
development of crops. We find that the peak value of SMOS τ occurs at approximately 1000 °C day (base 10
°C) growing degree days after the mean planting date of maize (corn). We can explain this finding in the
following way: τ is directly proportional to the water column density of vegetation; maize contributes the
most to growing season changes in τ in the Corn Belt; and maize reaches its maximum water column density
at its third reproductive stage of development, at about 1000 °C day growing degree days. Consequently,
SMOS τ could be used to monitor the phenology of crops in the Corn Belt at a spatial resolution similar to a
U.S. county and a temporal frequency on the order of days. We also examined the magnitude of the change in
SMOS τ over the growing season and hypothesized it would be related to the amount of accumulated solar
radiation, but found this not to be the case. On the other hand, the change in magnitude was smallest for the
year in which the most precipitation fell. These findings are rational since SMOS τ at the satellite scale is in fact
a function of both vegetation and soil surface roughness, and soil surface roughness is reduced by
precipitation. To fully explain changes in SMOS τ in the Corn Belt it appears that it will be necessary to use in
situ and remotely-sensed observations along with agro-ecosystem models to account for land management
decisions made by farmers that affect changes in soil surface roughness and all of the relevant biophysical
processes that affect the growth and development of crops.
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Abstract7
The Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) remote sensing satellite was launched by the Euro-
pean Space Agency in 2009. The L–band brightness temperature observed by SMOS has been used
to produce estimates of both soil moisture and τ , the optical thickness of the land surface. Although
τ should theoretically be proportional to the amount of vegetation present within a SMOS pixel,
several initial investigations have not been able to confirm this expected behavior. However, when
the noise in the SMOS τ product is removed, τ in the U.S. Corn Belt, a region of extensive row–crop
agriculture, has a distinct shape that mirrors the growth and development of crops. We find that
the peak value of SMOS τ occurs at approximately 1000 ◦C day (base 10 ◦C) growing degree days
after the mean planting date of maize (corn). We can explain this finding in the following way:
τ is directly proportional to the water column density of vegetation; maize contributes the most
to growing season changes in τ in the Corn Belt; and maize reaches its maximum water column
density at its third reproductive stage of development, at about 1000 ◦C day growing degree days.
Consequently, SMOS τ could be used to monitor the phenology of crops in the Corn Belt at a
spatial resolution similar to a U.S. county and a temporal frequency on the order of days. We also
examined the magnitude of the change in SMOS τ over the growing season and hypothesized it
would be related to the amount of accumulated solar radiation, but found this not to be the case.
On the other hand, the change in magnitude was smallest for the year in which the most precipi-
tation fell. These findings are rational since SMOS τ at the satellite scale is in fact a function of
both vegetation and soil surface roughness, and soil surface roughness is reduced by precipitation.
To fully explain changes in SMOS τ in the Corn Belt it appears that it will be necessary to use
in situ and remotely–sensed observations along with agro–ecosystem models to account for land
management decisions made by farmers that affect changes in soil surface roughness and all of the
relevant biophysical processes that affect the growth and development of crops.
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1. Introduction11
The European Space Agency’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite remote sensing12
mission employs passive microwave remote sensing to monitor Earth through the use of an L–13
band (f = 1.4 GHz, λ = 21 cm) radiometer (Kerr et al., 2010). At microwave frequencies liquid14
water has a high dielectric constant (Grant et al., 1957) making it distinct from most other natural15
materials. At L–band vegetation is semi–transparent and consequently Earth’s terrestrial brightness16
temperature is sensitive to the water content of the first few cm of the soil surface (e.g., Escorihuela17
et al., 2010). In view of other microwave sensors currently in orbit, L–band is considered to be the18
optimum frequency for soil moisture remote sensing because of its long wavelength.19
While semi–transparent, the influence of vegetation on measured brightness temperature is the20
single most important factor that affects the retrieval of soil moisture (e.g., Holmes et al., 2008).21
It is interesting to note that the sensitivity of L–band brightness temperature, TB, to weakly–22
scattering vegetation is nearly the same as the sensitivity to soil moisture, θv. Using the model23
that forms the basis for the SMOS retrieval algorithm (Wigneron et al., 2007), it can be shown24
that ∂TB/∂θv ≈ −2.5 K per 0.010 m3 m−3 when τ , the optical thickness of a vegetation canopy,25
which quantifies the degree to which vegetation attenuates propagating radiation, is 0.10 Np or26
equivalent to a knee–high maize (corn) canopy (Hornbuckle et al., 2003). When τ increases to27
0.40 Np (a chest–high maize canopy), ∂TB/∂θv ≈ −1.1 K per 0.010 m3 m−3. On the other hand,28
when θv = 0.40 m
3 m−3 (a wet soil), ∂TB/∂τ ≈ 2.2 K per 0.010 Np, and when θv = 0.10 m3 m−329
(a dry soil), ∂TB/∂τ ≈ 1.0 K per 0.010 Np.30
Fortunately soil moisture and vegetation generally have opposite effects (as shown above), espe-31
cially in the case of weakly–scattering vegetation (which is what is assumed by the SMOS retrieval32
algorithm): an increase in θv (with no change in other variables) decreases TB; while an increase in33
τ (again with no change in other variables) increases TB. The SMOS team developed a solution to34
this problem of competing influences by designing an instrument that could retrieve both variables,35
θv and τ , simultaneously. This is accomplished through the use of multiple measurements of TB at36
a variety of incidence angles θ to quantify the effect of vegetation on propagating radiation as the37
observed path length through the canopy changes with θ.38
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While the vast majority of the focus of the SMOS mission during its first half–decade of op-39
eration has been on soil moisture, the SMOS Level 2 τ product may also prove to be useful and40
perhaps more attention should be paid to this vegetation data product. Some work relating τ to41
large–scale changes in vegetation has been done at higher microwave frequencies. Jones et al. (2011)42
retrieved τ (which they call the vegetation optical depth, or VOD) from TB at 18.7 GHz observed43
by AMSR–E to examine global phenology. They found that τ compared well with leaf area index44
(LAI) and visible and near–infrared vegetation indices from MODIS for 82% of Earth’s surface.45
The highest correlations were found for lower amounts of vegetation (e.g., savannas). Recently46
Liu et al. (2015) used τ (VOD) from SSM/I, AMSR–E, MWRI, and Windsat to estimate changes47
in aboveground biomass carbon (ABC) in both forests and other ecosystems. Their observations48
indicated that ABC decreased from 1993 to 2003, but there has been an overall gain in ABC over49
the last two decades.50
It has been shown empirically that τ is directly proportional to the mass of water contained51
within vegetation tissue per ground area, also called the water column density of vegetation (Jackson52
and Schmugge, 1991). Therefore τ should be a measure of the amount of growing vegetation53
within a satellite pixel. While some work has been done with L–band τ from SMOS, these initial54
investigations have not been able to confirm this expected behavior. For example, Jackson et al.55
(2012) examined τ in the Little Washita watershed, an area of mainly rangeland in the state of56
Oklahoma, and found no seasonal pattern. SMOS τ is expected to mirror the growth and senescence57
of vegetation, especially in agricultural regions. Wigneron et al. (2012) investigated SMOS τ in58
Spain at the Valencia Anchor Station, a site consisting of mostly vineyards, orchards, shrubs, and59
scattered pine trees, and found higher values in the winter than in the summer. Schlenz et al. (2012)60
evaluated SMOS τ in an agricultural area in southern Germany. They found τ to be highly variable61
and to not exhibit a clear seasonal pattern. The average value of τ was higher than expected and62
positively correlated with SMOS retrieved soil moisture. Bircher et al. (2013) examined SMOS τ63
in an agricultural watershed in western Denmark and found it to be noisy and too high on average.64
The expected seasonal trend of increasing τ during the summer season was faint.65
Two investigations of the use of SMOS τ to characterize forested areas achieved some positive66
results. Rahmoune et al. (2013) developed a new version of the SMOS retrieval algorithm cus-67
tomized for forests. They generated two global maps of τ using data from the beginning of July68
and November, 2011, and found that forested areas had larger τ values than non–forested areas.69
They also found, as expected, that there was little seasonal change in τ for forests. This work was70
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continued by Rahmoune et al. (2014) who compared SMOS forest τ with LIDAR–estimated forest71
height from the ICEsat satellite. They added two more time intervals in 2011 (February and May)72
and found that τ increased as mean forest height increased in each time interval. There was little73
difference in τ among the four time intervals. One caveat to this work is that there was a six–year74
time difference between the SMOS and LIDAR data.75
Lawrence et al. (2014) revisited the behavior of SMOS τ in agricultural regions. They compared76
τ with MODIS vegetation indices for approximately 500 SMOS pixels in the U.S. Midwest for77
which crops were the dominant landcover type, over a two–year period, from 2010 to 2011. The78
indices investigated were the MODIS Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), the MODIS79
Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), MODIS LAI, and a custom normalized difference water index80
(NDWI) generated from other MODIS observation bands. They also found SMOS τ to be noisy,81
with variations between 0.2 and 0.5 Np in August for pixels with greater than 0.9 crop fraction.82
Coefficient of determination (R2) values of only 0.32 to 0.35 were found for all comparisons of τ with83
each vegetation index. Higher R2 values were found for pixels which had more maize and soybean84
and lower values for pixels with wheat and hay. On the other hand, τ and LAI values started to85
increase at the same point in the growing season. The peak value of τ occurred about 19 days later86
than the peak of LAI, consistent with the fact that τ is sensitive to all canopy components and not87
just leaves. NDVI, EVI, and NDWI reached saturation points during the growing season (values88
plateaued and did not increase further) but τ and LAI did not.89
It is certainly true that SMOS Level 2 τ data currently available from the European Space90
Agency is quite noisy: large swings from relatively small to large values occur over short periods of91
time, sometimes on consecutive days. It is not known at present what causes this noise. Another92
complicating factor is that τ retrieved from satellite observations actually depends on both the93
amount of vegetation and the roughness of the soil surface (Njoku and Chan, 2006; Patton and94
Hornbuckle, 2013). The SMOS retrieval algorithm currently assumes a static soil surface roughness95
but in reality it changes over time, especially in agricultural areas. Management such as tillage96
increases soil surface roughness, while subsequent rainfall erodes and decreases it. Because of the97
noisiness of τ data, the geographic locations in which it has been investigated, and potentially98
significant time–varying signals of soil surface roughness, it is perhaps not so surprising that SMOS99
τ has not met expectations, especially since the SMOS mission has to date focused on soil moisture100
retrieval and validation, and not on the retrieval and validation of optical thickness.101
In the U.S. Corn Belt, however, the seasonal variation of vegetation is large and a pattern does102
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Figure 1: Variation in date of planting of maize in terms of percentage of total acres planted in each week of spring
over the past 37 years in Iowa according to USDA NASS Crop Progess Reports.
emerge from the noise. The majority of land area in the Corn Belt is devoted to annual crops,103
primarily maize (corn) and soybean. Patton and Hornbuckle (2013) found that a running average104
of SMOS τ increased in the late spring and early summer as crops grew, and decreased in the fall105
as crops senesced (slowly dried out and died) and were harvested. Besides sizable changes in the106
amount of vegetation within an individual growing season, there should also be significant changes107
in the year–to–year timing of the growth and development of vegetation in the Corn Belt due to108
variability in when various crop management practices, such as spring tillage and the planting of109
crops, occur. This is illustrated by Figure 1 which shows the percentage of the total acres of maize110
planted in the Corn Belt state of Iowa during each week of the spring for the past 37 years. Tillage111
often precedes planting, and both tillage and planting can not be performed when the soil is too112
wet. Wet springs can significantly delay crop management, sometimes until farmers are forced to113
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plant different types of crops that can mature in less time. Weather variability over only the past114
six years has caused the date on which the majority of maize was planted to vary by up to a month.115
This variability should be evident in SMOS τ data.116
Here we investigate how SMOS τ changes from year–to–year in the Corn Belt. Our over–117
arching hypothesis is that we can both qualitatively and quantitatively explain its year–to–year118
variability. We test two specific hypotheses in this investigation. First, since τ is most sensitive119
to the water contained within vegetation tissue (Ulaby and Jedlicka, 1984; Ulaby and El-Rayes,120
1987), we hypothesize that the time at which SMOS τ reaches a maximum value during the growing121
season corresponds to the time that crops reach the developmental stage at which the maximum122
amount of water per unit ground area is contained within the vegetation. Or in other words, we123
believe that we can explain the timing of the maximum value of τ over the growing season. And124
second, we hypothesize that the increase in τ over the growing season (defined as the difference125
between the maximum τ observed and the value of τ at the beginning of the growing season) is126
directly related to the growth of crops which is in turn related to the amount of solar radiation127
accumulated from when crops emerge from the soil to the time of the maximum value of τ . Or in128
other words, we believe that we can explain the magnitude of the maximum value of τ over the129
growing season.130
2. Materials and Methods131
2.1. SMOS Optical Thickness132
In order to minimize the influence of vegetation other than crops on τ we only considered SMOS133
footprints in Iowa, a state in the Corn Belt, that had the highest percentages of land area devoted134
to annual crops. We used data from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National135
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) Cropland Data Layer (Boryan et al., 2011) and the SMOS136
Level 2 soil moisture product version 5.5.1. We did not attempt to account for the effect of small137
lakes (which may alter the magnitude of τ but not the change in τ from year–to–year), and we did138
not use flags to filter the data, but we did not use τ retrievals when there was no corresponding soil139
moisture retrieval or when there was no estimate of τ data quality. Since SMOS observes Earth’s140
surface at a variety of incidence angles, footprint size varies; the nominal size is about 43 km. From141
this point forward we will refer to non–overlapping circles of diameter 43 km centered on SMOS142
grid points as SMOS “pixels.” Iowa has 99 counties, or political units just below the state level,143
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and the average size of an Iowa county is approximately the same as one SMOS pixel. Hence there144
are roughly 100 unique SMOS pixels in the state.145
1 2
3
4
5
NWS COOP
IEM
Figure 2: The locations of the five highlighted SMOS pixels for which we examine the change in τ over time. The
bold lines mark the border of the state of Iowa and the nine USDA Crop Reporting Districts within the state. The
faint outlines are the 99 Iowa counties. Also shown are the locations of the NWS COOP and IEM Soil Moisture
Network stations at which meteorological data were recorded. The unnumbered SMOS pixel covers the watershed of
the South Fork Iowa River. Data for this pixel are used in Figure 13.
We found 30 SMOS pixels in Iowa in which the percentage of land devoted to annual crops146
was greater than 75% and as large as 85%. These cropped areas are planted almost exclusively in147
maize and soybean. All 30 of these pixels fall within the northwest half of the state, and all but148
6 reside within the northwest quarter. We chose to investigate the behavior of τ in all 30 pixels,149
and to specifically highlight the behavior of τ in 5 of the 30 pixels which together represent the150
spatial diversity of the 30 pixels. The locations of these highlighted pixels are shown in Figure 2.151
The first (Pixel 1) lies the farthest north and west. Pixel 2 is the farthest north and east. Pixel 4152
is the eastern–most pixel and Pixel 5 is the farthest south and west. Pixel 3 is roughly equidistant153
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from the other four. The percentage of each of the five pixels that is covered with “nominal” or154
“low” amounts of vegetation for which SMOS attempts soil moisture retrieval, and the fractions of155
row cropped land planted to maize in each pixel from 2010 to 2013, are listed in Table 1.156
2.1.1. Smoothing of SMOS Optical Thickness157
Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
day of year
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
τ
FDA smoothed
21-day avg
Figure 3: Raw SMOS optical thickness τ , τ smoothed using a 21–day averaging window, and τ smoothed using
Fourier–based functional data analysis (FDA). Data is for a pixel in Kossuth County, IA, in 2010. Kossuth County
is the largest county within the north–central Crop Reporting District in Figure 2.
SMOS optical thickness exhibits high–frequency noise (large variations on the order of a day).158
A representative example of τ data for a SMOS pixel in north–central Iowa is shown in Figure 3.159
Vegetation biomass, especially at the satellite scale, should not vary disjointedly from one day to160
the next as is shown in this record. Variations of more than 30% in the value of τ within the month161
of August can be seen in Figure 3. By this time of the growing season crops in Iowa have reached162
a stage of development (the grain–filling period) during which plants are gradually increasing their163
mass. Patton and Hornbuckle (2013) speculated that this high–frequency noise may be caused164
by low levels of radio frequency interference (RFI), anthropogenic emission of microwave radiation165
from weather radars and other sources.166
On the other hand, there are diurnal changes in the water content of crops that may be sig-167
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Table 1: Land cover characteristics for each of the five numbered SMOS pixels shown in Figure 2 along with their
DGG identifiers. The “nominal fraction” is the fraction of each pixel covered with “nominal” vegetation or vegetation
whose water column density is low enough for SMOS to attempt a soil moisture retrieval. The final five columns
consider the cropped land in each pixel planted in either maize or soybean, and lists the fraction of this land area
that was planted in maize according to USDA data.
pixel DGG nominal fraction mean maize fraction 2010 2011 2012 2013
1 194406 0.9812 0.628 0.603 0.635 0.630 0.644
2 197495 0.9469 0.640 0.627 0.656 0.653 0.625
3 200052 0.8921 0.602 0.586 0.600 0.631 0.591
4 202112 0.8556 0.587 0.569 0.605 0.590 0.584
5 203632 0.9973 0.538 0.518 0.545 0.545 0.544
nificant at the satellite scale. The water potential of plant tissue, and consequently plant water168
content, changes over the course of a day as a result of transpiration, the movement of water from169
the soil, into plant roots, through a plant’s vascular system, and eventually out of the stomata in170
its leaves (Slatyer, 1967). Hunt et al. (2011) observed this diurnal change through the analysis of171
cellular signals propagating through a field of maize. They found that signal strength was inversely172
proportional to vegetation water content. A clear diurnal pattern, with vegetation water content173
being largest at night and lowest during daylight hours, appeared when the data was detrended to174
account for the seasonal change.175
Rowlandson et al. (2012) found that during the growing season in the Corn Belt, SMOS soil176
moisture retrieved at 6 AM solar time was wetter than soil moisture retrieved 12 hours earlier for177
periods when such measurements were available due to the characteristics of the SMOS satellite’s178
orbit. They only considered 12–hour periods when no precipitation fell. They compared these179
differences in SMOS soil moisture to natural changes in soil moisture that occur overnight. They180
found that the changes observed by SMOS were significantly larger than changes observed by181
in situ soil moisture sensors and predicted by an agro–ecosystem model. They concluded that182
these changes in SMOS soil moisture were likely caused by an increase in vegetation water content183
overnight that SMOS wrongly interpreted as a change in soil moisture.184
While significant diurnal variations in τ at the satellite scale may exist, we analyze in this185
paper the seasonal change in τ . Therefore, our use of a smoothing method that removes natural186
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and possibly artificial high–frequency variations in τ that occur over time periods of less than a187
week is appropriate. Initially we used a simple moving–average method in which the mean value188
of sets of τ values centered over each point in time are analyzed (Patton and Hornbuckle, 2013).189
In this investigation we use functional data analysis (FDA). An FDA method assumes that the190
data is fundamentally smooth and continuous and can therefore be represented by a smooth and191
continuous function or superposition of functions.192
We used the R programming environment FDA package (Ramsay et al., 2013) to smooth the193
τ data using a Fourier basis (sines and cosines) with a roughness penalty Λ that minimizes the194
magnitude of the second derivative of the fit function according to the magnitude of Λ. We allowed195
the periods of the sine and cosine functions to vary between 12 hours and 365 days. We chose to196
use Λ = 104 since this value allowed the fitting function to not react strongly to the high frequency197
noise, as was the case for Λ = 103, and to not greatly reduce the amplitude of the τ signal, as was198
the case for Λ = 105. Raw τ data, τ smoothed using a 21-day moving average, and τ smoothed199
using FDA are shown in Figure 3. Our FDA method produced a τ signal similar to one produced200
using a moving average. Both effectively eliminate the high–frequency noise that is observed in the201
raw τ data.202
For “well-behaved” data sets there are ways to determine Λ analytically. However, SMOS τ203
is not well–behaved. The noise has a period of roughly 18 days and the covariance of the noise204
remains high, even after 90 days (Patton, 2014). The exact repeat cycle of a SMOS swath is205
149 days. While 149 is prime, 18 is a factor of 144, so it is possible that the noise is a function206
of the position of a pixel within the satellite’s swath. This position within the swath determines207
how many and which incidence angles are available to make retrievals. It is also known that there208
are biases in observed brightness temperature within the swath. More investigation is needed to209
determine the cause of this high frequency noise.210
The resulting function for τ in Figure 3 has a distinct peak in August, and in this example for211
a pixel in Kossuth County (the largest county in the North Central USDA Crop Reporting District212
in Figure 2), another peak in early November. Troughs occur in early June and at the beginning213
of October. The two troughs and the peak in August can be easily explained by the growth cycle214
of annual crops. In Iowa, crops are typically planted in late April or May, increase in water column215
density until sometime in August, begin to senesce and dry out in September, and are harvested216
in late September or October.217
The second peak also has a physical explanation. SMOS τ is not only affected by vegetation:218
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changes in soil surface roughness cause SMOS τ to change because soil surface roughness and219
vegetation affect terrestrial microwave brightness temperature in similar ways (Njoku and Chan,220
2006; Patton and Hornbuckle, 2013). Since the SMOS retrieval algorithm assumes that soil surface221
roughness is constant, temporal changes in the soil surface roughness manifest themselves as changes222
in τ . The second peak in τ in Figure 3 can thus be explained by an increase in soil surface roughness223
caused by management (tillage) after crops are harvested in late September and October (Patton224
and Hornbuckle, 2013).225
2.2. Crop Progress226
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Figure 4: Crop progress information for maize in the north–central district of Iowa (Figure 2) for 2010-2013.
We used USDA NASS data to determine the date of management activities such as planting227
and harvest and the dates at which crops had reached specific stages of crop development. The228
USDA posts weekly National Crop Progress and Condition reports as well as data for Crop Report-229
ing Districts within individual states at http://www.nass.usda.gov (accessed December 2015).230
Estimates of the timing of two management activities (planting and harvest) and seven different231
developmental stages for maize (emergence, tassle, silk, milk, dough, dent, and maturity) are re-232
ported. Two management activities (planting and harvest) and five different developmental stages233
are reported for soybean (emergence, bloom, setting pods, leaves color, and dropping leaves). An234
example of this data is shown in Figure 4 which illustrates the timing of planting, emergence, the235
third reproductive stage, and harvest for maize over the four–year period of our investigation.236
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The data are collected via approximately 4000 visual surveys conducted by people who are in237
frequent contact with farmers. The surveyors are normally agricultural extension agents (liaisons238
between state land–grant universities and the agricultural community) or USDA employees. There239
is at least one survey completed in every county. Since there are 9 USDA Crop Reporting Districts240
in Iowa, the smallest district contains 9 counties, and there are 99 counties in Iowa, each data241
point represents information from a minimum of approximately 10 surveys. Data are reviewed242
for reasonableness and consistency and are weighted according to the land area of each county243
devoted to crops. Since this data is given in terms of percentages of crops that have reached244
specific developmental stages, we used the date on which 50% of management activities had been245
completed or 50% of the crops had reached the relevant developmental stage in our analysis. As246
indicated in Figure 2, Pixels 1, 2, and 5 reside wholly within separate Crop Reporting Districts.247
In order to determine the timing of crop management and development events in the other two248
pixels, we weighted the dates according to the fractions of Pixels 3 and 4 that lay within each Crop249
Reporting District.250
2.3. Meteorology251
The meteorological data used in our analysis were acquired from three different sources. Daily252
maximum and minimum air temperature and daily precipitation were provided by the National253
Weather Service Cooperative Observer Program (NWS COOP) via the Iowa Environmental Mesonet254
(IEM). Gaps in the data were filled with estimates made by the Iowa State Climatologist or the255
National Centers for Environmental Information. NWS COOP stations are spaced roughly every256
40 km throughout the U.S. We made an effort to select weather stations located within each of257
the 30 SMOS pixels. When this was not possible, the station nearest to each pixel was used. The258
locations of the NWS COOP sites for each of the five highlighted pixels are listed in Table 2 and259
shown in Figure 2. We also used daily precipitation data from Daymet (Thornton et al., 1997,260
2014). The nature of Daymet data allowed us to use estimated precipitation at the geographic261
center of each pixel.262
Solar radiation as well as additional air temperature data relevant to the five highlighted pix-263
els were acquired from the IEM Soil Moisture Network (http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/264
agclimate/, accessed December 2015). Missing data were gap–filled using linear interpolation265
and/or spatial averaging of adjacent weather stations. Gap–filled data accounted for less than 2%266
of the total data set. The locations of the IEM Soil Moisture Network sites for each pixel are267
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Table 2: Locations of National Weather Service Cooperative Observer Program (NWS COOP) stations at which data
on air temperature and precipitation were acquired for each SMOS pixel shown in Figure 2.
pixel name latitude longitude
1 Sheldon 43.2◦ N 95.9◦ W
2 IA NC Climate Division 43.0◦ N 93.5◦ W
3 Fort Dodge 42.5◦ N 94.2◦ W
4 Waterloo 42.6◦ N 92.4◦ W
5 IA SW Climate Division 41.1◦ N 95.1◦ W
Table 3: Locations of Iowa Environmental Mesonet (IEM) Soil Moisture Network stations at which data on solar
radiation and air temperature were acquired for each SMOS pixel shown in Figure 2.
pixel name latitude longitude
1 (2010-2012) Sutherland 42.9◦ N 95.5◦ W
1 (2013) Calumet 42.9◦ N 95.5◦ W
2 Kanawha 42.9◦ N 93.8◦ W
3 & 4 Gilbert 42.1◦ N 93.6◦ W
5 Lewis 41.3◦ N 95.2◦ W
listed in Table 3 and shown in Figure 2. The Sutherland station was replaced by Calumet in 2013.268
Because of the limited number of sites, the sites do not match the five SMOS pixels in Figure 2269
as well as the NWS COOP sites and the same data were used for Pixels 3 and 4. However, the270
IEM Soil Moisture Network provides another set of independent information collected directly in271
agricultural fields (as opposed to cities where many NWS COOP volunteers reside and observe272
weather conditions) that strengthen our conclusions.273
2.4. Crop Biomass274
In order to characterize how the water column density of maize and soybean change over time,275
we used in situ measurements from fields near Mead, NE, where maize and soybean were grown at276
three different sites from 2003 until 2011. The crops were irrigated. Planting dates were recorded,277
and about every 10 days destructive samples of crop biomass were obtained (individual plants were278
cut at the soil surface and were massed, dried, and massed again). The stage of development279
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was also recorded. The samples were used to calculate the column density of vegetation, defined280
as the mass of vegetation per ground area. Both fresh, Mf , and dry, Md, column densities were281
measured directly (kg m−2); Md after drying the fresh vegetation for several days. We found the282
water column density of vegetation, Mw, the mass of water contained within vegetation tissue per283
ground area, sometimes referred to as the vegetation water content or VWC, using the relationship284
Mf = Mw +Md.285
3. Theory286
3.1. Optical Thickness287
Within a medium such as a vegetation canopy, the incremental change in brightness temperature288
at each point is the sum of three effects (e.g., Ulaby et al., 1981):289
dTB(sˆ) = −κe TB(sˆ) ds+ κa T ds
+
κs
4pi
∫
4pi
ψ(sˆ, sˆ′)TB(sˆ′) dΩ′ ds. (1)
where ds is an incremental distance and dΩ is an incremental solid angle. First, rays of radiation290
(traveling in some specific direction denoted by sˆ) are attenuated in proportion to the medium’s ex-291
tinction coefficient, κe. Extinction is due to both absorption (denoted by κa, the volume absorption292
coefficient) and scattering (denoted by κs, the volume scattering coefficient) such that κe = κa+κs.293
Second, the medium emits according to its temperature, T , in order to maintain thermodynamic294
equilibrium. Finally, radiation from all other directions sˆ′ can potentially be scattered into the sˆ295
direction according to the function ψ(sˆ, sˆ′).296
The SMOS retrieval algorithm employs what is commonly called the τ−ω model (Wigneron297
et al., 2007; Kerr et al., 2011, 2012) to account for the effect of soil moisture and vegetation on298
the brightness temperature observed by the L–band radiometer onboard the SMOS satellite. This299
model is a zero–order solution of (1) that neglects scattering of radiation into the beam (the third300
term in (1)) and enforces boundary conditions appropriate for a uniform layer of vegetation with301
diffuse boundaries over a soil surface. The model can be written302
TB,p = Tsoil (1−Rsoil,p) e−τp/ cos θ (2)
+ (1− ωp)Tveg (1− e−τp/ cos θ)
+ (1− ωp)Tveg (1− e−τp/ cos θ)Rsoil,p e−τp/ cos θ.
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In (2): TB,p is the p–polarized (h = horizontally polarized and v = vertically polarized) brightness303
temperature; Tsoil is the effective temperature of the soil; Rsoil,p is the soil surface reflectivity; τp304
is the vegetation optical thickness; θ is the incidence angle; ωp is the single–scattering albedo of305
the vegetation canopy; and Tveg is the effective temperature of the vegetation. At low microwave306
frequencies TB,p is sensitive to soil moisture since Rsoil,p in (2) is a strong, nearly linear function307
of the volumetric water content of soil. The three terms of (2) represent the three ways in which308
vegetation affects TB,p: emission from the soil is attenuated as it passes through the vegetation309
canopy; the vegetation self–emits; and emission from the vegetation initially directed toward the310
ground is scattered by the soil surface and attenuated as it passes back through the vegetation311
canopy.312
It is important to note a few details. First, (2) should only be used when κs is small enough313
relative to κa that the third term of (1) can be neglected. This is only appropriate when scattering314
within the canopy is not significant such as when the components (leaves, stems, fruit) of the315
canopy are small when compared to λ. The ωp parameter in (2) represents the relative importance316
of scattering within the canopy such that317
ωp =
κs,p
κe,p
=
κs,p
κa,p + κs,p
. (3)
Therefore it must be small (ωp << 1) for (2) to be physically consistent with (1). This condition is318
likely to be satisfied at L–band for both maize (Hornbuckle et al., 2003) and soybean. The SMOS319
retrieval algorithm currently uses ωp = 0 for nominal vegetation.320
Second, τp = κe,p zveg where zveg is the height (vertical thickness) of the vegetation canopy. In321
the SMOS retrieval algorithm it is further parameterized as322
τp = τNAD f(θ, p) (4)
where τNAD is the optical thickness at nadir (θ = 0
◦) and f(θ, p) represents a function of θ and323
p that can account for anisotropy in the vegetation canopy. Currently f(θ, p) = 1 is used for324
all types of vegetation and τNAD is assumed to be independent of polarization. Furthermore, it325
has been shown for many types of vegetation (including maize and soybean) that τNAD is directly326
proportional to Mw (Jackson and Schmugge, 1991).327
τNAD = b Mw (5)
The proportionality constant is called the “b parameter” and is in reality a function of frequency,328
polarization, and the way in which water is distributed in stems and leaves (which is related to the329
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type of vegetation). The b parameter for crops should be allowed to change over time as a function330
of crop development but it is normally kept constant. The model in (5) is consistent with the fact331
that κe,p ≈ κa,p when ωp << 1, and κa,p = 2 ko Im{nveg} where ko = 2pi/λ and nveg is an effective332
index of refraction for a vegetation canopy, which would be dominated by the refractive index of333
water (Ulaby et al., 1981).334
Third, soil surface roughness (mm–scale variations in the height of the soil surface) has a strong335
effect on Rsoil,p (Choudhury et al., 1979). The SMOS retrieval algorithm uses the general model336
Rsoil,p = [(1−Q)Rp +QRq] e−H cosNp (θ) (6)
where: Rp is the reflectivity of a specular soil surface; q is the opposite polarization as p; the Q337
parameter allows for polarization mixing; H is a function of the root–mean–square height of the338
soil surface and possibly soil moisture (Wigneron et al., 2001); and Np allows for dependence on θ.339
Currently values of Q = 0, Nv = 0, and Nh = 2 are used and (6) can be written as340
Rsoil,p = Rp e
−hp (7)
where hp represents the effect of soil surface roughness which SMOS currently assumes depends on341
θ but does not change with time. Patton and Hornbuckle (2013) showed that when (7) is used in342
(2)343
∆hp =
2
cos1+Np(θ)
∆τNAD (8)
which means that changes in soil surface roughness, ∆hp, have a similar effect on TB,p as changes344
in τNAD, ∆τNAD. The consequence is that because hp is currently not a function of time in the345
SMOS retrieval algorithm, actual changes in soil surface roughness (e.g., caused by tillage) result346
in changes in τNAD.347
The SMOS mission retrieves soil moisture and τNAD by minimizing a cost function, which is348
essentially the difference between: TB,p predicted by (2) using auxiliary information; and observed349
TB,p (Kerr et al., 2011). The unique design of the SMOS instrument produces a large number of350
observations of TB,p as a function of θ for each pixel which results in a higher level of confidence351
in retrieved soil moisture and τNAD. The SMOS Level 2 soil moisture processor has been tuned352
to give optimal soil moisture retrievals. However, future versions of the processor are expected to353
address the effect of temporal changes in soil surface roughness and potentially use specific values354
of ωp and f(θ, p) for different types of vegetation.355
It is readily apparent from (5) that since a large percentage of vegetation is water, τNAD increases356
as the amount of vegetation increases, as long as the distribution of water in the vegetation (as357
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represented by b in (5)) does not change significantly. For simplicity, we use the symbol τ and the358
terminology “optical thickness” to refer to τNAD, the nadir optical thickness, the quantity that is359
actually retrieved by the SMOS algorithm. It is also imperative to keep in mind that because of the360
assumptions made by the retrieval algorithm, changes in τ represent both changes in the amount of361
vegetation and changes in the roughness of the soil surface, and, as found by Schlenz et al. (2012),362
possibly changes in soil moisture.363
3.2. Crop Development364
Maize and soybean are annual crops and hence the mass of individual plants changes significantly365
over the growing season. Each progress through vegetative and reproductive stages of development366
(Abendroth et al., 2011; Pedersen, 2009). During the vegetative stages plant mass changes rapidly367
as new leaves appear and the stem increases in size. The first vegetative stage is emergence (VE)368
which occurs when a plant first protrudes from the soil. Subsequent vegetative stages correspond369
to the number of leaves (compound leaves for soybean) present: there is one leaf at V1; three leaves370
at V3; etc. For maize, there could be 17 to 22 vegetative stages before a tassel is visible, at which371
time the plant has reached VT (vegetative stage, tassel) and is now ready to begin the reproductive372
stages. For soybean, the vegetative and reproductive stages overlap, with the reproductive stage373
starting approximately at V8 while the plant eventually reaches V20.374
Once a maize plant reaches the reproductive stages, its focus is on the development of the ear.375
A maize plant first produces silks which transfer pollen produced by tassels to each individual376
kernel on the ear (R1). After the kernels are fertilized they grow in size and the plant progresses377
through blister (R2), milk (R3), dough (R4), dent (R5), and full maturity (R6). Stages R2 through378
R5 describe the appearance of the kernels as they accumulate dry matter and decrease in moisture379
content. At R6 the plant has reached full maturity and no longer adds dry matter to the ear.380
A soybean plant progresses through similar reproductive stages. A senescence period during which381
annual plants cease photosynthesis, relocate nutrients from leaves and stems to reproductive organs,382
and rapidly decrease in water content overlaps with the reproductive stages.383
Crops progress through developmental stages according to the temperature of their environ-384
ment. The coldest temperature at which development occurs is called the base temperature, Tbase.385
Through experimentation Tbase for maize has been found to be about 10
◦C (Abendroth et al.,386
2011). Above Tbase maize development is directly proportional to temperature, up to a tempera-387
ture Tceiling of about 30
◦C. The amount of time that a maize plant accumulates above Tbase and388
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below Tceiling multiplied by the temperature above Tbase is called thermal time (e.g., Campbell and389
Norman, 1998). The progression of the stages of development for a maize plant can be accurately390
predicted through the calculation of thermal time. Typically thermal time for maize is given in391
units of ◦C day and called growing degree days (GDD). The amount of GDD accumulated on a392
single day are normally calculated with sufficient accuracy as follows:393
GDD =
Thigh + Tlow
2
− Tbase (9)
where Thigh and Tlow are the daily high and low air temperature. Specific amounts of GDD394
accumulated over a number of days are needed for a maize plant to progress from one developmental395
stage to another. For example, emergence requires about 60 ◦C day. The developmental process396
for soybean is more complex than maize. In addition to GDD, soybean plants are sensitive to the397
period of sunlight (photoperiod) (Pedersen, 2009).398
3.3. Crop Growth399
Monteith and Moss (1977) observed for several different crops that Md is directly proportional400
to the amount of accumulated solar radiation intercepted by a green vegetation canopy such that401
Md ∝ e fS S (10)
where fS is the fraction of incident solar radiation S intercepted by the canopy and e is often called402
the radiation use efficiency (RUE) (Singer et al., 2011) or light use efficiency (LUE) (Anderson et al.,403
2000). In reality, the amount of absorbed photosynthetically–active radiation (PAR) determines404
how much photosynthesis occurs and hence how much carbon a crop assimilates (and Md increases),405
but PAR is essentially directly proportional to S (Campbell and Norman, 1998).406
4. Calculation407
We used the in situ crop data described in Section 2.4 to determine how the Mw of maize and408
soybean crops change over a typical growing season since changes in Mw directly affect τ according409
to (5). Figure 5 displays what we found. The vertical axis of Figure 5 is the column density (kg m−2,410
measured using destructive sampling) of either water contained within the crop (Mw) or the dry411
column density (Md = Mf −Mw). The black symbols are for maize (circles for maize Mw, stars for412
maize Md) and the red symbols are for soybean (squares for soybean Mw, hexagrams for soybean413
Md). The horizontal axis of Figure 5 is time over a growing season in terms of GDD (Tbase = 10
◦C)414
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Figure 5: Water column density, Mw, and dry column density, Md, of irrigated maize and soybean as a function of
growing degree days since maize was planted. The data was collected in agricultural fields near Mead, NE. Both
the maize and soybean were irrigated to ensure that the plants always had adequate soil water. The solid line is an
estimate of the resulting theoretical overall water column density of a hypothetical SMOS pixel with a corn fraction
of 0.599, the average corn fraction across the four years and five pixels in Figure 2 according to Table 1.
calculated using (9). We started this time reference at GDD = 0 when the maize crop was planted415
each year. Air temperature for the calculation of GDD was obtained from an NWS COOP station416
nearby. Note that this data consists of all of the measurements made in three different fields417
(two maize and one soybean) over the nine–year period described in Section 2.4.418
As expected, Md for both crops steadily increase or remain constant over time up until harvest419
at the end of the growing season as they accumulate dry matter as described by (10). In contrast,420
Mw for both maize and soybean rises and then falls, with a peak roughly in the middle of the421
period of the maize life cycle and about three–fourths of the way through the life cycle of soybean.422
Since the 30 SMOS pixels we investigated in Iowa contain both maize and soybean, we estimated423
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what the total Mw of a hypothetical SMOS pixel might be using the average fraction of cropland424
planted in maize over the four–year period for the five pixels in Figure 2, 0.599, calculated using425
the information in Table 1. This estimate of the total Mw that would be expected to occur within426
a typical SMOS pixel in Iowa is the solid line in Figure 5.427
Note that total pixel Mw peaks at close to 1000
◦C day. Changing the fraction of corn (and428
consequently soybean) to a value other than the four–year mean value (as shown in Table 1)429
to match a specific year will only slightly increase or decrease the magnitude of the solid line430
in Figure 5. However, it will not change when this line reaches its maximum value, at roughly431
1000 ◦C day.432
5. Results433
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Figure 6: Temporal variation of smoothed SMOS optical thickness, τ , from 2010 to 2013 for Pixel 2 in Figure 2.
An example of the temporal variation of SMOS τ (smoothed using the procedure described434
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in Section 2.1.1) for the 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013 growing seasons is shown in Figure 6. This435
example is for Pixel 2 in Figure 2. SMOS τ reached its peak value earliest in 2012 and latest436
in 2013. Accumulated meteorological data for each pixel and for each year from April 1 to the end437
of the year are given in Table 4. Note that Pixel 2 accumulated the most GDD in 2012 and the least438
in 2013. Furthermore, the order of accumulated GDD (2012, 2010, 2011, 2013) exactly matches the439
timing of the peak values of τ . We found this pattern also to be true for Pixels 1 and 4. The value440
of τ in Pixels 3 and 5 also peaked the earliest in 2012, the year in which all pixels accumulated the441
most GDD. Besides differences in timing among the four years, there are also significant differences442
in the peak value of τ .443
We tested the two hypotheses in Section 1 using the data described in Section 2. For each444
test, we computed Pearson correlation coefficients R and p–values with MATLAB software version445
R2013a. The correlation coefficient R indicates whether a linear relationship exists between two446
phenomena. Its value ranges between -1 and 1 (values that imply perfect negative and positive447
linear relationships, respectively) and a value of R = 0 implies that no linear relationship exists. The448
square of R, or R2, is called the coefficient of determination and is an estimate of the fraction of the449
variance in the dependent variable in a linear relationship that can be explained by the independent450
variable. One interpretation of the p–value is the probability that the null hypothesis is true, or in451
other words, that there is no relationship between two phenomena. Another interpretation of the452
p–value is the probability of getting a correlation as large as the observed correlation R by random453
chance, if the true value of R is zero.454
5.1. Hypothesis 1: Timing455
To test our first hypothesis regarding the timing of the maximum value of SMOS τ , we used the456
vegetation data in Section 2.4 to determine at what developmental crop stage we expected pixel457
Mw, and therefore τ , to be the largest. Since maize accounted for the majority (59.9% on average)458
of the cropped area in the pixels that we examined, maize Mw is much larger than soybean, and459
consequently the overall Mw of a hypothetical SMOS pixel (the solid line in Figure 5) peaks when460
maize Mw peaks, we searched for the developmental stage at which maize Mw was largest. Of the461
20 sets of maize data, one indicated that maize Mw was largest at R1 (silk), 8 indicated that Mw462
was largest at R2 (blister), 5 at R3 (milk), 3 at R4 (dough), and 3 at R5 (dent). Not all stages463
were sampled in each set, so it is not surprising that the largest values of Mw were observed at a464
variety of reproductive stages. The data appear to indicate that maximum maize Mw occurs at465
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roughly R2 to R3.466
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Figure 7: The day of year at which 50% of maize had reached the R3 (milk) stage in each pixel’s USDA Crop Reporting
District versus the day of year the maximum value of SMOS τ was observed, for each of the five highlighted pixels
and each year.
Since the R2 stage is not reported by the USDA, we examined the relationship between the467
day of year of maximum τ and the day of year at which 50% of the maize crop within the relevant468
Crop Reporting District for each of the five SMOS pixels had reached R3. The result is shown in469
Figure 7. The relationship has a high value of R = 0.81 and a low p–value of 1.5×10−5. The values470
of these two statistical descriptors are impressive considering the nature of the USDA survey data471
and the size of SMOS pixels relative to the size of the Crop Reporting Districts.472
To further test our first hypothesis, we determined when 1000 ◦C day of GDD had been ac-473
cumulated from the time of maize planting, since the data in Figure 5 indicate that when this474
amount of thermal time has been accumulated, Mw for a hypothetical mixed pixel containing both475
maize and soybean would be largest. We compared the day of year at which 1000 ◦C day had been476
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Figure 8: The day of year at which 1000 ◦C day GDD were accumulated since the planting of maize according to
NWS COOP air temperature data, versus the day of year the maximum value of SMOS τ was observed, for each of
the five highlighted pixels and each year.
accumulated to the day of year of the maximum value of SMOS τ . We used the date on which 50%477
of maize had been planted in the respective Crop Reporting District as the date of maize planting478
for each pixel. The results are shown in Figures 8 and 9. In Figure 8, we calculated GDD using the479
NWS COOP data, and in Figure 9 we used air temperature from the IEM Soil Moisture Network.480
The values of R and p for each figure are again impressive considering the nature of the data:481
R = 0.74 and p = 1.8 × 10−4 when using NWS COOP data; and R = 0.78 and p = 4.3 × 10−5482
when using data from the IEM Soil Moisture network. Both figures appear to indicate that SMOS483
τ peaks at close to 1000 ◦C day or perhaps slightly later. Pixels 3-5 in Figure 8 each exhibit the484
following pattern. Without exception, if the day of year of maximum τ was later in one year than485
another year, then the day on which 1000 ◦C day had been accumulated was later than (or equal to486
in the case of 2010 and 2011 for Pixel 4) the day on which 1000 ◦C day had been accumulated for487
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Figure 9: The day of year at which 1000 ◦C day GDD were accumulated since the planting of maize according to IEM
Soil Moisture Network air temperature data, versus the day of year the maximum value of SMOS τ was observed,
for each of the five highlighted pixels and each year.
the other year. Among all five of the pixels, only two data points, for Pixel 1 in 2013 and Pixel 2488
in 2011, do not follow this pattern. For Figure 9 there is only one outlier, in 2011 for Pixel 1.489
We have no explanations for these outliers: all are wholly contained within their respective Crop490
Reporting District (the northwest district for Pixel 1 and the north–central for Pixel 2); each pixel491
has a high nominal fraction according to Table 1; and our procedure for verifying the quality of the492
NWS COOP and IEM data did not indicate any unusual behavior.493
Data similar to Figures 8 and 9 but for all 30 SMOS pixels in Iowa with greater than 75%494
coverage by maize and soybean is shown in Figure 10. The value of R = 0.73 is similar to what495
we found for the five representative pixels using both the NWS COOP and IEM data, and p =496
2.6×10−21. Note that the extreme years of 2012 (highest accumulation of GDD) and 2013 (lowest)497
according to Table 4 are clearly grouped. These results support our choice of using 5 pixels to498
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Figure 10: The day of year at which 1000 ◦C day GDD were accumulated since the planting of maize according
to NWS COOP air temperature data, versus the day of year the maximum value of SMOS τ was observed, for all
30 pixels in Iowa for which more than 75% of land area was devoted to maize and soybean, and each year.
represent the entire set of 30 pixels.499
5.2. Hypothesis 2: Magnitude500
To test our second hypothesis regarding the increase in SMOS τ over the growing season, we501
plotted the increase in τ from maize emergence to the maximum value of τ , a quantity that we will502
refer to as ∆τv, versus the accumulated solar radiation over the same time period. Again, we used503
the date on which 50% of the maize crop had emerged in each pixel’s Crop Reporting District as504
the date of maize emergence. The result is shown in Figure 11. The value of R = −0.38 is low and505
the data are negatively correlated. We conclude that the amount of accumulated solar radiation is506
not what causes the value of ∆τv to change from year to year.507
We also investigated the relationship between ∆τv and the fraction of cropland in each pixel508
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Figure 11: The increase in SMOS τ from the time of maize emergence to the observed maximum value of τ , ∆τv,
versus accumulated solar radiation (proportional to accumulated PAR) during the same time period.
planted in maize. We obtained values of R = 0.40 and p = 0.083 (not shown) which suggest509
that while maize Mw is larger than soybean, the presence of more maize may only explain a small510
portion of the differences in ∆τv among the four years.511
6. Discussion512
Our first hypothesis regarding the timing of the maximum value of SMOS τ in the Corn Belt513
is supported by the data in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10. There are some additional interesting features514
in Figure 10. The maximum value of τ for each of the 30 pixels was, in general, reached earliest in515
the 2012 season, followed by 2010, 2011, and then 2013. However, note that Figure 1 indicates that516
each year’s most intense periods of planting (the week during each year that the highest percentage517
of maize was planted) occurred first in 2010, two weeks earlier than in 2011, and three weeks earlier518
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than in 2013. In 2012 there were two important planting periods, one occurring between the 2010519
and 2011 periods, and the other after the 2011 period. Although planting occurred later in 2012520
than in 2010 and 2011, the first 1000 ◦C day of GDD must have accumulated more rapidly in 2012521
than in the other years, causing crops to develop at a faster rate and resulting in the earliest522
maximum value of τ . This conclusion is consistent with the data in Table 4 which indicate that523
2012 was the warmest of the four years (each of the five highlighted pixels accumulated the most524
GDD in 2012).525
On the other hand, we did not find our second hypothesis to be true. The change in τ from526
maize emergence to its maximum value ranges from about ∆τv = 0.13 to 0.27 Np according to527
Figure 11. Using (5), these changes in ∆τv can be interpreted in terms of changes in Mw. Since528
the SMOS mission retrieves τ directly, there is no need to set a value for the b parameter. Another529
L–band satellite, NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission (Entekhabi et al., 2010),530
assumes b = 0.110 for “croplands” (O’Neill et al., 2015). Using b = 0.110, a ∆τv of 0.13 to 0.27 Np531
would be equivalent to an increase in Mw of 1.2 to 2.5 kg m
−2. This is much less than what is532
indicated by Figure 5, which shows an increase in pixel–scale Mw of about 4.0 kg m
−2 over the533
growing season.534
There are five things to take into account. First, we assume that the maximum value of Mw is535
correlated with the maximum value of Md and therefore S according to (10). Second, despite the536
large fraction of maize and soybean in each of the five pixels, 15 to 25% of each pixel is some other537
type of landcover. In Iowa, the majority of this land area would be pasture (grass). For pasture we538
would expect smaller growing–season changes in τ . It is also possible that SMOS products could539
contain errors if significant urban areas or forests are present within a pixel, since the products are540
only given for the portion of the pixel for which a successful retrieval is anticipated (the nominal541
fraction of the pixel, i.e. bare soil and “low” vegetation). This is done by modeling and subtracting542
out the contributions of urban areas and forests to the overall brightness temperature. However,543
Table 1 indicates the nominal fractions of the five representative pixels are high and therefore it is544
likely that the other 15 to 25% of each pixel would tend to reduce the value of ∆τv.545
Third, since SMAP uses ω = 0.05 (O’Neill et al., 2015), the appropriate value of b for SMOS,546
which assumes ω = 0, would be slightly less than the SMAP value. This would increase the547
magnitude of the corresponding changes in Mw. Fourth, the data in Figure 5 are for irrigated548
crops and therefore represent the maximum increase in Mw that would be observed. Irrigation549
is extremely rare in Iowa and hence crops may experience water stress at some point during the550
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growing season which would stunt their growth and reduce ∆τv.551
Finally, recall that changes in soil surface roughness are manifested as changes in SMOS τ . After552
tillage, soil surface roughness decreases exponentially in response to precipitation as raindrops hit553
and erode the soil surface (Zobeck and Onstad, 1987). According to Patton and Hornbuckle (2013),554
a decrease in SMOS τ of between 0.11 and 0.18 Np can occur simply due to rain that falls over555
the growing season: the value of the soil surface roughness of freshly tilled soil at the beginning556
of the growing season is greater than the value of soil surface roughness before harvest. Assuming557
b = 0.110, this is equivalent to a change in Mw of 1.0 to 1.6 kg m
−2. Adding this effective change in558
Mw caused by a decrease in soil surface roughness (and not by changes in vegetation) to the observed559
change in Mw derived from ∆τv results in actual changes in Mw of between 2.2 to 4.1 kg m
−2,560
which encompasses the change in pixel–scale Mw indicated by Figure 5.561
6.1. Potential Effect of Precipitation on the Magnitude of τ562
Since precipitation decreases soil surface roughness and therefore SMOS τ , we investigated the563
possible effect of year–to–year variability in precipitation on the magnitude of τ by comparing564
∆τv with Daymet precipitation accumulated over the same time period. The results are shown in565
Figure 12. The R = −0.76 and p = 1.2 × 10−4 values indicate a significant negative relationship566
between the two variables: smaller growing season increases in τ occurred in years in which more567
precipitation fell. On the other hand, similar changes in ∆τv occur each year in Pixel 5. Comparable568
results were found using NWS COOP data (R = −0.66, p = 1.5× 10−3).569
We can think of two explanations. First, too much rainfall negatively affects crop growth. When570
soils are saturated, plant roots do not have adequate access to oxygen and respiration is impaired.571
Inadequate root growth can limit crops to soil water near the soil surface which can be depleted572
more readily than deeper soil moisture, leading to reduced plant growth. Excess water can also573
leach nitrate, which supplies nitrogen, an essential crop nutrient, out of the root zone which will574
result in reduced crop growth and hence a lower water column density (Connor et al., 2011). But575
this does not explain why ∆τv in Pixel 5 was the same in 2010 as it was in 2011 and 2012.576
The other possibility is that the large amount of precipitation in 2010 resulted in significantly577
different changes in soil surface roughness in 2010 as compared to the other three years. According578
to (8), smaller values of ∆τv could result from: a larger decrease in soil surface roughness between579
crop emergence and the day at which the maximum value of τ was reached; or from less of an580
increase in soil surface roughness between crop emergence and the day at which the maximum581
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Figure 12: The increase in SMOS τ from the time of maize emergence to the observed maximum value of τ , ∆τv,
versus accumulated precipitation according to Daymet data during the same time period.
value of τ was reached.582
The total change in soil surface roughness will depend on three things: the types of management583
activities, such as tillage and fertilizer application, that occur before, during, and after crops are584
planted; the weather conditions that follow the planting of crops; and the timing of the weather585
conditions, since precipitation that precedes the point in time at which crops have grown sufficiently586
to shield the soil surface would result in larger reductions of the roughness of the soil surface.587
However, the anomalous behavior of Pixel 5 is perhaps a clue that management practices may also588
play a role. The topography of southwest Iowa is stronger than in the other regions of the state in589
which Pixels 1-4 reside. The greater the slope, the more soil is susceptible to erosion. It is desirable590
to keep soil in the field. Consequently, different management strategies that reduce the potential591
for soil erosion (e.g., reduced tillage, different methods of fertilizer application) and which result in592
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less of a change in soil surface roughness between maize emergence and the maximum value of τ593
from year–to–year, regardless of weather conditions, may be practiced in Pixel 5.594
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Figure 13: The relationship between SMOS soil moisture and SMOS τ for a pixel in central Iowa (DGG 200057)
between April and October for 2013-2015. This pixel encompasses much of the extent of an in situ soil moisture
network in the watershed of the South Fork Iowa River. The colors correspond to the three years during with this
in situ network has been in operation.
Recall that Schlenz et al. (2012) found SMOS τ and SMOS soil moisture to be correlated. In595
theory, there should be little correlation between these two SMOS products in the Corn Belt: while596
soil is wet from the surface by precipitation, crop roots extend much farther below the emitting597
depth at L–band; and much of the soil water used by crops during the growing season originates598
from precipitation that occurs outside of the growing season. We examined SMOS θv and τ for599
a pixel in central Iowa that encompasses a large part of an in situ soil moisture network in the600
watershed of the South Fork Iowa River that has been established for SMAP validation. This601
SMOS pixel is one of three examined by Rondinelli et al. (2015). The correlation between SMOS602
soil moisture and τ is shown in Figure 13 for the three years that the in situ soil moisture network603
has been in operation.604
Rondinelli et al. (2015) found that SMOS soil moisture was positively correlated with the mean605
value of the 20 monitoring sites of the network at which soil moisture is measured with buried606
sensors at a depth of 5 cm. For the pixel in Figure 13, the correlation between SMOS and the607
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network was R = 0.64 with an RMSE of 0.08 m3 m−3. On the other hand, note that there is608
essentially no correlation between SMOS soil moisture and τ in Figure 13 for the 2014 and 2015609
growing seasons. We did find a significant correlation of R = −0.41 for 2013. However, this610
correlation can be explained by a wet spring followed by a long dry–spell later in the summer such611
that low values of τ occurred during a period of high surface soil moisture and high values of τ612
in the middle of the growing season occurred during a period of low surface soil moisture. We613
find the same relationships for the two other SMOS pixels that overlap the South Fork in situ soil614
moisture network. Consequently, SMOS θv and τ products in Iowa do not appear to be correlated615
and therefore this idea cannot be used to explain the relationships between ∆τv and precipitation616
shown in Figure 12.617
6.2. Other Environmental Factors Affecting the Magnitude of τ618
The are other possible explanations for the observed differences in ∆τv over the four years619
and among the five pixels. Perhaps peak Mw is not correlated with peak Md and the relationship620
between dry matter and water in crops may be more complex and variable than what is illustrated by621
Figure 5. While the accumulation of dry matter is known to be directly proportional to intercepted622
PAR as illustrated by (10), perhaps the ratio of Mw to Md varies in response to environmental623
conditions and is more variable in rain–fed systems as compared to the irrigated system in our624
study. If in fact the ratio of Mw to Md is conserved, if our meteorological data is representative of625
the five SMOS pixels, and if crops did not experience water stress (either from too little or too much626
water) during the four years we examined, then the observed variation in ∆τv shown in Figure 11627
should be approximately the same as the observed variation in S in Table 4 according to (10) if fS628
and e are constant. However, we find that the correlation in Figure 11 is low and has the wrong629
sign, and while ∆τv varied between 0.13 to 0.27 Np or ±35%, S in Table 4 only varied from 3410630
to 4870 MJ m−2 or ±18% (about half as much).631
Another factor that could explain these observations is if fS is indeed not constant in space632
and/or time. Under normal conditions, modern crops attain values of fS approaching unity (Koester633
et al., 2014). Management factors such as planting date, row width, and planting density can affect634
the timing and rate of canopy development and impact fS . Temperature and precipitation can also635
impact fS by affecting growth rate and developmental factors which determine when vegetative636
and reproductive growth occurs. Because fS depends on growth it is actually also controlled to637
some extent by e. It has been shown that e has a range of observed values under field conditions638
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(Zhu et al., 2010). In a meta–analysis conducted by Slattery and Ort (2015), observed values of e639
for maize were nearly double that of soybean but show similar ranges of magnitude.640
Variability in available solar radiation (and therefore PAR) among growing seasons may be641
small as compared to variability in soil water, which influences crop growth in both positive and642
negative ways. Optimum values of soil water promote growth, while both extremely low and high643
values of soil water (as noted in Section 6.1) can inhibit growth. When soil water content decreases644
to the wilting point, roots are not able to draw water from the soil. The stomata of plants close in645
an effort to conserve water by decreasing transpiration. Since plants access CO2 through the same646
stomata, photosynthesis and the assimilation of carbon decreases and so does the accumulation of647
dry matter, Md. Water stress can reduce e by inducing stomatal closure and reducing the uptake648
of CO2. Temperature affects e, with maximal values occurring at the optimum temperature for649
photosynthesis, which also varies between maize and soybean (Sage and Kubien, 2007).650
6.3. Effect of the Retrieval and Smoothing Algorithm on the Magnitude of τ651
Finally, the magnitude of the current SMOS τ product may be incorrect, and it is also possible652
that the smoothing method described in Section 2.1.1 adequately resolves the timing of the max-653
imum values of τ but not its value. As noted earlier in Section 3.1, soil moisture retrieval from654
SMOS observations has been a higher priority, and as a result, adjustments to various parameters655
made to improve soil moisture statistics may have introduced errors in τ . In addition, the retrieval656
of θv and τ can only be as good as the model used in the estimation process. At present the657
retrieval process is not optimized for maize and soybean but for generic vegetation with Mw low658
enough for which soil moisture retrievals can be made. Before more work on interpreting SMOS659
τ is attempted, it may be useful to generate crop–specific values of τ using crop–specific values of660
ω (like that for forests (Rahmoune et al., 2013)). Efforts should also be made to refine the SMOS661
retrieval process in order to eliminate or at least reduce the noise in τ .662
7. Conclusions663
The SMOS Level 2 retrieval algorithm simultaneously estimates over land areas both soil mois-664
ture and τ , the optical thickness of vegetation, from observed L–band brightness temperature. The665
τ parameter has been shown to be directly proportional to vegetation water column density, Mw,666
the mass of water contained within vegetation tissue per ground area (also called VWC in the lit-667
erature). We used a smoothing technique to remove large day–to–day variations in SMOS Level 2668
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τ that do not appear to be caused by natural factors. The resulting τ has a distinct shape in the669
U.S. Corn Belt that mirrors the annual growth and development of crops. SMOS τ increases after670
crops are planted, reaches a peak value, and then decreases as crops senesce and lose water.671
We were able to explain the timing of the annual peak value of the smoothed τ signal and its672
variation over a four–year period by examining SMOS pixels in the Corn Belt state of Iowa for673
which the fraction of cropland was between 75 and 85%. Approximately 60% of these cropped674
areas were planted in maize (corn) and the balance in soybean. We found that the day of year on675
which the maximum value of SMOS Level 2 τ occurred was positively correlated (R = 0.81 and676
p = 1.5 × 10−5) with the day of year on which 50% of maize fields within the pixel had reached677
the third reproductive stage of development (R3 or “milk”). We also found that the day of peak τ678
was positively correlated with the day on which 1000 ◦C day growing degree days had accumulated679
after maize planting (R = 0.73 and p = 2.6× 10−21).680
We hypothesized that the magnitude of the change in SMOS τ , ∆τv, defined as the difference681
between the peak value of τ and the value of τ at maize emergence, would be related to the682
amount of solar radiation (and therefore PAR) accumulated during the same time period. Our683
hypothesis assumed that crops accumulate more Mw in proportion to dry matter which is correlated684
to accumulated PAR. However, this hypothesis was not supported by our data. On the other hand,685
we found that ∆τv was smallest for the year in which the most precipitation fell. This could be due686
to the fact that SMOS τ is a function of both vegetation and soil surface roughness. Soil surface687
roughness decreases with precipitation, and soil surface roughness may have been reduced the most688
during this wet year. However, the total change in soil surface roughness over a growing season689
will also depend on the type and timing of crop management activities such as tillage, planting,690
and fertilization, all of which disturb the soil surface.691
Our work is significant for the following reasons. First, SMOS Level 2 τ could be used to692
monitor the growth and development (phenology) of crops and thus be used to estimate the timing693
of harvest and potentially crop yield. Currently the USDA uses ground–based visual surveys to694
report crop development in Crop Reporting Districts. In Iowa, these districts encompass 10 or695
more SMOS pixels. Hence SMOS τ could improve the spatial resolution of estimates of crop696
development by a factor of 10. Increasingly, crop models are being used within climate models to697
better simulate exchanges of energy and moisture between the land surface and the atmosphere698
that are modulated by annual changes in vegetation. In order for a crop model to provide a benefit699
over static vegetation, the timing of the growth and senescence of annual crops must be captured700
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correctly. For example, Levis et al. (2012) based the time of planting on the accumulation of701
growing degree days starting on an arbitrary day in the spring. However, actual planting dates702
depend on other environmental factors (e.g., soil moisture which determines whether agricultural703
equipment can get into the field) and human decisions. Satellite estimates of crop development704
could be assimilated into crop models to determine whether actual crop development has been705
estimated correctly or not.706
Second, SMOS Level 2 τ could be used as a measure of changes in vegetation that is distinct and707
yet complementary to traditional vegetation indices. While the spatial resolution of SMOS τ is quite708
large (about 40 km), L–band radiation emitted by the soil passes through the entire canopy and709
hence represents the integrated effect of the entire canopy (stems and leaves) in contrast to visible710
and near–infrared vegetation indices which are only sensitive to the very top of the canopy (upper–711
most leaves). This sensitivity to the entire vegetation canopy may prove key in the Corn Belt and712
other agricultural regions as commercial–scale cellulosic biorefineries become more common. These713
biorefineries, in contrast to grain ethanol production plants, are fueled by stover, the “leftover”714
plant material (stems and leaves) normally left in the field after harvest. SMOS Level 2 τ has the715
potential to produce timely and accurate estimates of the total production of crop biomass over the716
growing season, and hence crop stover. This data could be key to meeting bioenergy production717
goals (Perlack et al., 2005).718
Third, SMOS Level 2 τ can be more rigorously justified from a theoretical standpoint than τ719
produced using observations from higher frequency satellite radiometers. The model most com-720
monly used to interpret terrestrial brightness temperature is a zero–order solution of radiative721
transfer in vegetation. The zero–order solution is only valid when scattering within the canopy is722
small. Scattering depends on the electrical size of canopy components (stems, leaves, reproductive723
organs), the size of these components relative to the wavelength of radiation. Scattering becomes724
more significant as the electrical size of potential scatterers increases. For SMOS, λ = 21 cm, which725
is about a factor of 10 larger than the width of stems and leaves of crops like maize and soybean.726
On the other hand, the wavelength used by Jones et al. (2011) at 18.7 GHz is λ = 1.60 cm. Hence727
the simpler zero–order solution is much more likely to be valid at L–band than at other microwave728
frequencies currently available from existing satellite radiometers.729
Future research on SMOS Level 2 τ will need to focus on determining the relationship between730
Mw and Md, the mass of dry vegetation per ground area (which can be predicted with existing crop731
models), and will likely have to do so in a crop–specific manner. To our best knowledge, this can732
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only be resolved by conducting empirical experiments under a range of environmental conditions733
for each crop of interest. Future investigations must also implement modeling frameworks capable734
of simulating the effects of crop management and the environment on fS , the fraction of solar735
radiation intercepted by crops, and e, the radiation use efficiency of crops. The complex relation-736
ships that ultimately determine crop growth are difficult to resolve if only statistical relationships737
are considered. However, mechanistic photosynthesis models such as those based on the Farquhar738
et al. (1980) biochemical model are powerful tools for resolving the effects of environmental factors739
on plant growth (Bernacchi et al., 2013). Agro–ecosystem models that incorporate both manage-740
ment and environmental factors (e.g., Kucharik, 2003) are an example of the logical next step in741
addressing variations in ∆τv as they relate to Mw and Md and changes in soil surface roughness.742
Finally, the SMOS Level 2 τ product itself needs to be improved. It is not known how much743
of the observed noise in τ is due to diurnal variations in Mw and how much is caused by other744
factors. Perhaps a first step would be to use crop–specific parameters in the retrieval process. It745
will also be necessary to quantitatively validate τ at the satellite scale to the same degree as SMOS746
soil moisture.747
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Table 4: Accumulation of meteorological variables beginning April 1 extending through end of year. For each
combination of pixel and value, bold cells indicate year of greatest accumulation and italics denote year of lowest
accumulation. Growing degree days (GDD) are calculated using air temperature from NWS COOP data, precipitation
is from Daymet, and solar radiation is from the IEM Soil Moisture Network.
pixel year GDD (◦C day) precip (mm) solar rad. (MJ m−2)
1 2010 1.53 x 103 957.6 4.15 x 103
2011 1.43 x 103 476.7 3.61 x 103
2012 1.64 x 103 417.4 3.81 x 103
2013 1.40 x 103 629.6 4.87 x 103
2 2010 1.66 x 103 891.3 4.21 x 103
2011 1.60 x 103 529.7 3.55 x 103
2012 1.77 x 103 426.5 3.86 x 103
2013 1.55 x 103 750.6 4.07 x 103
3 2010 1.61 x 103 1120.0 4.12 x 103
2011 1.48 x 103 511.7 3.41 x 103
2012 1.67 x 103 526.3 3.80 x 103
2013 1.52 x 103 739.2 4.22 x 103
4 2010 1.75 x 103 1130.0 4.12 x 103
2011 1.63 x 103 659.0 3.41 x 103
2012 1.81 x 103 517.2 3.80 x 103
2013 1.63 x 103 894.1 4.22 x 103
5 2010 1.95 x 103 873.1 4.42 x 103
2011 1.91 x 103 799.8 3.76 x 103
2012 2.12 x 103 534.8 4.23 x 103
2013 1.82 x 103 709.5 4.21 x 103
41
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